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CONTENTSCONTENTS

10 A TIME 
TRAVELER’S GUIDE
Marty’s confrontation with Biff Tannen
is interrupted by the surprise arrival 
of another Marty!

DRIVE TIME
Add another part of the 
rail to the railroad base for 
your DeLorean. 

4

6 BACK TO THE FUTURE - 
THE MUSICAL
Marty comes to the stage in a new musical 
adaptation of Back to the Future set to 
open in the UK in February 2020.   
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BUILD THE                     DELOREAN

With this issue you receive more parts for your 
DeLorean’s railroad base, plus fi xing screws. 

YOUR CAR PARTS

NEW ZEALAND
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RAIL 145A
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RAIL CHAIRS145B

SCREWS X 4EP
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DRIVE TIME
INSTRUCTIONS

Continue assembling 
the railroad base for 
your DeLorean.

Add another part of a rail to the 
railroad base and fi x it in place by 
following the illustrated guide. 

CONTINUING THE RAIL

4

STEP 1 ›› Position part 145A on the railroad assembly as shown.

DRIVE TIME

CONTINUING THE RAIL

145A

Ensure that the new 
piece of rail is aligned 
squarely with the base.   

4

STEP 1 ›› Position part 145A on the railroad assembly as shown.

145A

Ensure that the new 
piece of rail is aligned 
squarely with the base.   
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BUILD THE                     DELOREAN

5

STEP 2 ›› Place two rail chairs (part 145B) on either side of the 
rail part 145A.    

STEP 3 ›› Fix the two chairs in place with four EP screws 
in the holes shown.   

This is how the assembled parts should 
look at the completion of this stage. 
This is how the assembled parts should 
look at the completion of this stage. 

5

145B145B

EP x2    

EP x2    

Note: You will have two rail chairs
left over at the end of the assembly, 
keep these safe for a future stage. 
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BACK TO THE FUTURE 
THE MUSICAL

One of the most thrilling announcements in recent years 
for fans of Back to the Future!

MARTY TAKES TO THE STAGE
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During a Q&A session at a 2004 DeLorean 
convention, Bob Gale, co-creator of Back 
to the Future, made the observation that 

the � lm “would make a great Broadway show. So 
someday, maybe that’ll happen. That’s something 
I’d like to see.” It was something a lot of other 
people agreed that they would like to see as well. 

In recent years there have been many screenings 
of Back to the Future, some with interactive 

elements, a testament to the fact that the � lm is 
best enjoyed with an audience. So a stage 

elements, a testament to the fact that the � lm is 

6

BEHIND THE SCENES 

version of the story is an obvious next step, after the 
successful transfers of � lms such as Disney’s The Lion 
King and Aladdin to the stage, plus hits such as Legally 
Blonde, Beetlejuice, Young Frankenstein and more.         

By February 2012, it became clear that since Bob 
Gale’s observation in 2004 – and possibly even 
because of what he said – a musical adaption of 

THE TIME IS RIGHT
Since Bob Gale (above) fi rst suggested a Back to the Future musical, fans have been eagerly 
anticipating the show. And now it’s on the way, opening in February 2020 at the Manchester 
Opera House, the poster opposite shows Olly Dobson as Marty. Order your tickets now!    
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BEHIND THE SCENES 

MAGIC ON STAGE
You’ll believe a DeLorean can fl y in Back to the Future - The Musical, 
thanks to stage illusions by Paul Kieve who worked on Martin 
Scorsese’s fi lm Hugo and  Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban.

Back to the Future was in development. For eager 
fans there were hints and tantalizing rumours of 
what might be going on. 

In 2014 it was reported that workshops for the 
musical had taken place in London in July, and in 
Los Angeles in August, with the intention to open 
the show in the West End in 2015, in time for the 
30th anniversary of the � lm. But after a � urry of 
news, things went very quiet. 

IT’S ABOUT TIME
Then, on May 17, 2019, word came that the Back to 
the Future – The Musical is appearing soon. Indeed, it 
will have its world premiere in Manchester in 
February 2020.  The show, which is set to open in 

8

‘Good things take
  time and finally, 

the time is right.’
BOB GALE ON BACK TO THE FUTURE THE MUSICAL

February and 
then transfer to 
the West End in 
London, arrives 
after � ve years of preparation.

 The musical will be directed by John Rando, with 
a book by Bob Gale and music and lyrics by Alan 
Silvestri and Glen Ballard, combining new songs 
and rock ’n’ roll classics from the � lm including 
Johnny B. Goode.   

AN AMAZING JOB
Gale, who co-wrote the original � lm with director 
Robert Zemeckis, was on hand to announce the 
project at a press launch and admitted that he and 

Zemeckis had been trying to get the 
project o�  the ground for years. “But 
good things take time,” he stated, 
“and � nally, the time is right. Our cast 
is outstanding, the songs are 
fantastic, and director John Rando is 
doing an amazing job ensuring the 
show truly captures the magic of the 
movie. We’re thrilled that we can retell 
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‘ I ’m only sorry I don’t have a real time
machine so I could see it tomorrow.’  

CHRISTOPHER LLOYD ON BACK TO THE FUTURE – THE MUSICAL

BUILD THE                     DELOREAN

CAN’T WAIT TO HEAR DOC SING
Christopher Lloyd, who played Doc Brown in the original Back to the Future, gave his blessing to the 
new musical, wishing he didn’t have to wait until February to see it. 

our story on stage in a brand-new way.” John 
Rando is a American stage director who is the 
recipient of two Tony Awards, the most recent 
for the 2014 Broadway revival of On the Town.

Composer Alan Silvestri wrote the 
magni� cent score for Back to the Future and 
its sequels, and has provided the scores for 
many of Robert Zemeckis’s � lms. Songwrite 
and producer Glen Ballard regularly 
collaborates with Silvestri, and won a Grammy 
Award for Believe, a song from Zemeckis’ � lm 
The Polar Express. Ballard co-wrote the music 
and lyrics for another � lm-to-stage transfer,  
Ghost – The Musical, with David A. Stewart and 
Bruce Joel Rubin.

Christopher Lloyd, who played Dr Emmett 
Brown on screen, was delighted to hear about 
the musical, saying, “Ever since Bob Gale told 
me about this, I’ve been eagerly anticipating 
it and, in particular, wondering what it will be 
like to hear Doc Brown sing. I’m only sorry I 
don’t have a real time machine so that I could 
see it tomorrow.”

A NEW MARTY 
Of course the show rests on the success of the 
actor playing Marty McFly, and the signs are 
good for newcomer Olly Dobson who has 
been given his biggest stage role to date. 
Dobson’s previous West End credits include 
appearances in the stage version of Roald 
Dahl’s Matilda and the Meat Loaf musical Bat 
Out of Hell. There are videos online of Dobson 
singing Back in Time and The Power of Love by 
Huey Lewis and the News, and a new song 
called Put Your Mind To It, from the musical’s 
soundtrack. The videos showcase  Dobson’s 
considerable charm and vocal ability.    

The production’s designer is Tim Hatley, who has 
a long association with � lm-to-theater transfers, 
working on the designs for productions of 
Spamalot (based on Monty Python and the Holy 
Grail), Shrek the Musical and The Bodyguard in 
London’s West End and on Broadway. He will be 
joined on Back to the Future  by Hugh Vanstone 
(lighting) and Finn 
Ross (video) with 
choreography by Chris 
Bailey. Stage magic 
will be created for the 
show by illusionist 

  
9

Paul Kieve, who worked on Harry Potter and the 
Prisoner of Azkaban and Ghost – The Musical.   

Back to the Future – The Musical will run at the 
Manchester Opera House from Thursday February  20 
to Sunday May 17 2020, before transferring to 
London’s  West End. In forthcoming issues, we will 
bring you further news on the show as it is 
released, and you can visit the show’s o�  cial 
website at www. backtothefuturemusical.com ■
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Marty McFly has retrieved the 

Sports Almanac and foiled Biff 

Tannen’s henchmen, but Biff is 

out for revenge and catches up with Marty 

outside the school gym. 

“Hey butthead! You think that stupid 

disguise will get by me? Let’s have it out. 

You and me, right now.”

“No thanks,” says Marty and walks away. 

“What’s the matter?” Biff taunts him, “Are 

you chicken? That’s it, isn’t it? Nothing 

but a little chicken.” 

Grim-faced, Marty turns around. 

“Nobody calls me chick...” And at that 

precise moment, the other Marty exits 

the gym, slamming the door in the face 

of his future self. The fi rst Marty – or is 

it the second? – is knocked senseless. 

Thankfully, neither Marty sees the other, 

and Biff barely has time to register that 

there are two Martys. But looking down at 

the fallen Marty, Biff can see the Almanac 

in his pocket and snarls with rage. “What 

the hell...? D’you steal my stuff?” He 

grabs back the book and gives Marty a 

kick. “This one’s for my car!”

Marty climbs painfully to his feet as Biff 

speeds off. There’s no point chasing him 

on foot, so Marty dashes up to the roof 

to his rendezvous point with Doc and the 

DeLorean. There’s still a chance they 

can catch Biff at the tunnel! ■

SEEING DOUBLE?

DON’T KNOCK   
YOURSELF OUT  

MULTIPLE MICHAELS
● The motion-control rig was 
employed again during fi lming 
to double-up Michael J. Fox in 
this shot. The edge of the door 
provided a vertical line in the 
frame which helped to disguise 
the split-screen process. 

● Though one Marty knocks 
the other out, it’s likely that 
Biff would have knocked Marty 
out anyway, so the timeline 
remains unchanged!  

A TIME-TRAVELER’S GUIDE 

10

precise moment, the other Marty exits 

10

QUICK FACTS!

Left and above: Marty’s face-off with Biff is 
interrupted as Marty bursts out of the door after 
playing Johnny B. Goode, and knocks the fi rst 
Marty out. Biff spots the Sports Almanac and 
snatches it back.  

Marty’s confrontation with Biff is interrupted 
by another Marty! 

DeLorean. There’s still a chance they 

‘Are you 
chicken? That’s 
it, isn’t it? ’

BIFF TANNEN 
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NEXT ISSUE...
YOUR CAR PARTS...

WWW.BUILD-THE-DELOREAN.COM
PICTURE CREDITS: All photos © Universal except where stated.
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RAILROAD WHEEL
Assemble the fi rst railroad wheel 
for your DeLorean.

With next issue, you will receive the fi rst 
railroad wheel for your DeLorean, which 
you can assemble by following the 
step-by-step guide.   

THE GODFATHER OF TIME    
A profi le of Bob Gale, co-creator of Back to the Future, 
and tireless champion of the time-traveling trilogy. 

‘Are you 
chicken? That’s 
it, isn’t it? ’

BIFF TANNEN 
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